On-premises storage is limited, costly, and time-consuming to maintain. Yet data sets are growing in size, and new security and compliance requirements keep driving the need for scalable, secure storage.

Backblaze has partnered with Veeam to help you improve your cyber resiliency and hybrid cloud optimization with the most reliable, affordable, and secure data protection and cloud storage.

Veeam Backup & Replication provides modern data protection for your cloud, virtual, and physical workloads to solve your backup, recovery, archive, disaster recovery, and ransomware challenges. Backblaze B2 Cloud Storage offers savings and predictability through your preferred reseller and B2 Reserve. It’s that easy.

Easy

• Set up and manage your backups easier with automation tools.
• Upload and store an unlimited amount of data.
• Back up and restore transparently from your Veeam VBR console.

Flexible

• Get infinitely scalable retention with no need to size or manage backup hardware.
• Deploy only what you need to grow and scale.
• Recover any data anywhere in any way.

Affordable

• Store your data in Backblaze B2 for one-fifth the cost of hyperscalers.
• Enjoy single-tier pricing and no minimum storage or retention requirements.

Secure

• Enterprise–Grade Cloud: 2FA, server–side encryption, and SOC2 compliant data centers in the U.S. and EU.
• Backblaze and Veeam both offer the highest level of availability and SLAs.
• Two–click data immutability for enhanced data protection.

Anything mission–critical, anything we can’t function without, is captured by Veeam and replicated into Backblaze B2.”

– Alex Acosta, Senior Security Engineer, Gladstone Institute

450 Researchers Supported
900+ Tapes Eliminated
0 Barriers Between Scientists and Systems

The hackers want to take everything out at once—the customer’s data centers and their backups—immutability provides another line of defense. That’s where Backblaze comes into play.”

– Gregory Tellone, CEO, Continuity Centers

~$500K Capital Investment Avoided
1 Hour Implementation
4 Ransomware Recoveries in Seven Months
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**Reduce IT Load and Cost**

Make use of the built-in functionality of Veeam Backup and Replication for automated tiering of backups and workloads to S3-compatible storage in Backblaze B2. Plus, reclaim space on your existing infrastructure without increasing on-prem capacity.

**Tougher Ransomware Protection**

Veeam makes your data immutable with Object Lock technology so no one can modify, encrypt, tamper with, or delete your protected data.

**Budget-Friendly Pricing**

Backblaze B2 Storage Cloud is a fraction of the cost of the leading public cloud, and B2 Reserve packages storage into one, two or three year capacity bundles for predicable billing.

---

With our joint solution, you no longer need to choose between data safety and budget constraints. All data is securely backed up in Backblaze B2 using Veeam Backup and Replication, automatically scaled to meet your requirements, and available on-demand.

---

**Learn More**

Use Veeam Cloud Tier to extend your restore points in three simple steps—no changes to your backup infrastructure and no new backup jobs.

For additional information or questions:

Email: partnerships@backblaze.com
Web: backblaze.com/business-veeam-backup

**Get Started Today With Veeam and Backblaze**

Get more details about how it works with these helpful resources:

- [Quickstart Guide for Cloud Tier](#)
- [Quickstart Guide for Direct-to-Cloud](#)
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